Core Items for Individual Colleges

The College Core items for each college are listed below. These questions are also visible when you preview the CoursEval survey for your class.

**AFLS College Cores**

*Course Questions*

1) The teaching methods used in this course enable me to learn. (Code: 120)
2) Meaningful feedback on tests and other work is provided. (Code: 283)
3) The content of this course is consistent with the objectives of the course. (Code: 019)

*Instructor Questions*

1) My instructor provides individual assistance when asked. (Code: 253)
2) My instructor explains difficult material quickly. (Code: 073)

**ARCH College Cores**

*Course Questions*

1) This course builds understanding of concepts and principles. (Code: 028)
2) The stated goals of this course are consistently pursued. (Code: 014)

*Instructor Questions*

1) My instructor is reasonably available for consultation. (Code: 256)
2) My instructor explains difficult material clearly. (Code: 073)
3) My instructor seems well-prepared for class. (Code: 081)

**ARSC College Cores**

*Course Questions*

1) Assignments are related to goals of this course. (Code: 213)
2) The teaching methods used in this course enable me to learn. (Code: 120)
3) The stated goals of this course are consistently pursued. (Code: 014)

*Instructor Questions*

1) My instructor displays a clear understanding of course topics. (Code: 064)
2) My instructor is readily available for consultation. (Code: 255)
3) My instructor explains difficult material clearly. (Code: 073)
EDUC College Cores

Course Questions

1) Adequate feedback is provided to guide my progress in this course.  (Code:  276)
2) This course builds understanding of concepts and principles.  (Code:  028)
3) The content of this course is consistent with the objectives of the course.  (Code:  019)
4) This course encourages me to think critically.  (Code:  482)
5) This class provides a meaningful learning experience.  (Code:  396)

ENGR College Cores

Instructor Questions

1) My instructor gives appropriate/timely feedback on each student’s performance.  (Code:  274)
2) My instructor is readily available for consultation.  (Code:  255)
3) My instructor is fair and impartial when dealing with students.  (Code:  352)
4) My instructor seems well-prepared for class.  (Code:  081)
5) My instructor is effective in teaching the subject matter of this course.  (Code:  098)

GRAD College Cores

Course Questions

1) This course builds understanding of concepts and principles.  (Code:  028)
2) This course has clearly stated objectives.  (Code:  002)
3) The stated goals of this course are consistently pursued.  (Code:  014)

Instructor Questions

1) My instructor displays a clear understanding of course topics.  (Code:  064)
2) My instructor demonstrates the importance and significance of the subject matter.  (Code:  051)
3) My instructor makes good use of examples and illustrations.  (Code:  032)
4) My instructor is readily available for consultation.  (Code:  255)
5) My instructor provides opportunity for questions during class.  (Code:  160)
6) My instructor explains difficult material clearly.  (Code:  073)
7) My instructor is fair and impartial when dealing with students.  (Code:  352)

PROV College Cores

Course Questions

1) This course builds understanding of concepts and principles.  (Code:  028)
2) This course has clearly stated objectives.  (Code:  002)

Instructor Questions

1) My instructor displays a clear understanding of course topics.  (Code:  064)
2) My instructor demonstrates the importance and significance of the subject matter.  (Code:  051)
3) My instructor is fair and impartial when dealing with students.  (Code:  352)
WCOB College Cores

Course Questions

1) When I have a question or comment I know it will be respected. (Code: 338)

Instructor Questions

1) My instructor displays a clear understanding of course topics. (Code: 064)
2) My instructor is actively helpful when students have problems. (Code: 251)
3) My instructor displays enthusiasm when teaching. (Code: 389)
4) My instructor seems well-prepared for class. (Code: 081)
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